Introduction
A large number of different problems in electrical enigneering lead to transmission boundary value problems for the timeharmonic Maxwell equations :
Consider a bounded domain of conductive material GE c lR3, which is surrounded by air. In GL = iR3 \ GE (GE denotes the closure of GE) a given, time -harmonic current density
Te(x,t) = J,(x) eSiot induces electromegnetic fields in GE (Fig. 1) . We are interested in computing the current densities ;i) GE Fig. 1 in G' which are due to the induced fields. [ 7, 10 I. For devices working at low frequencies, the above problem is modified. The displacement currents are neglected, the boundary condition n A EL = I; I\ EE on r is changed to n * (pE HE) = n * (pL HL1 on r and the radiation condition is substituted 'by HL (xl = o(l) , EL(x) = o (l) We show existence and uniqueness theorems for (2) and compare them with the : corresponding results for ( 1) .'
Preliminaries
Before we start with the main part, we have to define the class of admissible domains GE, Gb. Let C(G) ( C k (G) ) denote the space of continuous ( k times continuously differentiable) functions on G. GE C R3 is an open, bounded domain with C2 boundary.
The complement GL = lR3 \ GE should be connected (GE denotes the closure of GE). GE is the union of m connected components GF, j = 1 , . . . ,m having the topological genus pj.
The boundaries 3 = 3GF are closed surfaces, which should be disjoint. Setting r=$) 5 we get r=3GE=3GL.
The topological genus of GE resp. GL is p = 5 pi-There exist p surfaces The boundary ro := ~GO is assumed to be C2. Gk is now defined as G; = Go\ GE. Therefore, the topological genus of Gb is p and Gk \ fi Zf is simply connected .
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Example
Let GE be a torus, Go be a sphere containing GE in its interiour.
In this case J we have m=p=l.
The surfaces 17, 1: and the curves uf, -fF are shown in Fig. 3 . Since GE and Gk both have topological genus p, there exist p linear independent Neumann fields Zs resp. Z,Li, i = 1,. . . ,p, in GE resp. Gk, fulfilling ST . Zbj dl= 0,
YE
As a consequence of the regularity assumptions on GE and Gk we get
For the prescribed data in (1) resp. (2) we suppose
resp. f E coa(r,I. \ Moreover, we are looking for classical solutions of (2) satisfying HL, EL E C'(GbI n CtGkI, HE, EE E C1(GEl n C(cEI.
In the subsequent analysis we make use of the following Banach spaces :
is the space of Holder continuous functions on G. 
Uniqueness
Taking a closer look at (2) hk E @ given, 'c being the unit tangent to y:, the fields HL, HE, EE are uniquely determined.
Problem (2) exhibits the same behaviour, as is shown in the next theorem.
.
Theorem 2 '
For the bounded problem (2) We consider the homogeneous problem with J, = 0 and hk= 0, i = 1,. ..,p, and show that the fields HL, HE, EE vanish identically.
From the second transmission condition n. (uL HL) = n * ($ HE) on F, we conclude that for any surface element S C p holds s r*(EE-EL)dl=Jn.curl(EE-EL)ds = iwJn*(uEHE-pLHL)ds= 0, 3s S S so that the tangential components of EE -EL on F are of the form
where Grad 'p denotes the surface gradient of 'p on F and ef, e: E @, i = l,.. . ,p, are complex numbers.
In the same way, we derive from 
where n is the outer normal to GE resp. Go and 'no is the outer normal to Gb.
Adding the last two equations, we get with the help of (5) aEJeEE * EE dv -io (t.~",sE,, * GE dv + pLIHL * gL dv) = 0. For Je e C'(lR3), div Je = 0, supp(J,) c GJ, EJ CGL bounded, the unbounded problem ( 1) is solvable.
In the homogeneous case J, = 0 we get exactly p linear independent HL, HE, EE, where p denotes the topological genus of GE resp. GL. But now, the fields HL, EL, HE, EE are solutions of (2) HE E C2(GE) n Coa(EE), div HE E Coa(GE), curl HE E Coa(cE) ,
The regularity properties of HL and HE follow from corresponding theorems about single and double layer potentials in [l] . HL and HE obviously solve the required differential equations. Since HL is a gradient field, the circulations along yL vanish. Thus our ansatz solves the differential equations of (6), so that only the boundary conditions on T resp. l-0 have to be adjusted. This leads to a boundary integral equation on r u r,.
In the subsequent Lemmata we make use of the following operators (Ma)(x) = 2n(x) ~s curl,(a(y) @(x,y)) dsfy), r XE r, (Na)(x) = 2 n(x) *s curl,(a(y) O,(x,y)) ds(y),
x E r, According to [l] we deduce Div (RX1 = Div (n A Fl = -n * curl FI, = 0 and therefore
In the same way we show ((RoX(lda,~= IIRoXIITa,~, so that R,Ro and R-Ro have the same properties as before if we replace Toa(P) by Tia(I'l.
The compactness of Kbq r, Kbrq, R$ ' is obvious. 
Lemma 7
The operator A can be decomposed into A = B + C, We use again the subscript 0 to indicate that 0 is replaced by 00. (6) is solvable. For the corresponding solution of (6) Follows from the Lemmata 6, 7, 8, 10 , the Fredholm alternative and Lemma 2. Applying Stokes' Theorem we conclude iouL sn * HLds = itit.rEJn * HEds = uEJn * curl EEds = 0, j=l I-**, m, rJ '11 'II so that Lemma 1 guarantees the existence of EL E C'(GL) n CtEL) satisfying curlEL= itiuLHL, divEL= 0 in G L .
Therefore HL, EL, HE, EE solve (2) The first part follows directly from the last theorem by choosing the circulations hk, i=l , . . . ,p arbitrarily.
Using again Theorem 5, we get in the homogeneous case p solutions H:, Et, HF, EF, j =l,... , p, of (21, having circulations hh = 8ij, i = I,. . . ,p. According to the uniqueness results from Theorem 2, these solutions are linear independent.
The nonuniqueness of EL is obvious. 
